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The early years in Aachen (73-82)

Project 
scheduling

‣ Deterministic Scheduling
time-cost tradeoff
decomposition
scarce resources

‣ Stochastic Scheduling
classes of policies
optimality 
stability
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Getting broader (80-96)

structured
(hyper-)graphs

applications

discrete
optimization

graph
algorithms

partial
orders

algorithms
& software

Project 
scheduling
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Graph Problems in VLSI Design
Dorothea Wagner

Linear VLSI Layout Architectures

• Weinberger Arrays

• Gate Matrix Layout

• Programmable Logic Arrays

VLSI in Practice

AMD Phenom™ Quad-Core Die Photo ©AMD

Circuit of NOR Gates

Matrix Permutation Problems

Given: A 0-1 (net-gate) matrix M

Problem: Find a permutation of the columns and an
assignment of the augmented rows (nets) to tracks,
such that the number of tracks is minimum.

Related Graph Problems

• Interval Graph Augmentation
Given a Graph G, find an augmentation of G to an interval
graph H whose clique size !(G) is as small as possible.

• Node Searching
Find a node search of a Graph G that minimizes the number of
searchers.

• Path Width
Find a path decomposition of a graph G of minimum width.

Theorem [Bodlaender & Möhring]

The track number of a cograph G (given in ’decomposed’ form
or by its parse tree) and an optimal layout can be obtained in
O(|V (G)| + |E(G)|) time.

Weinberger Array Layout

Net-Gate Matrix
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Efficient Algorithms for
Graph Decompositions

Jens Gustedt

Context: Large Graphs

• Large Graphs are used as modeling tool for relatio-
nal structures in many sciences, such as computer
science, physics, biology or sociology.

• Representing them on a computer and computing
with them demands enormous amount of resources.

• Structuring them for a better understanding is an ur-
gent need for the applications.

• Objective: Efficiently find the intrinsic structure in gra-
phs to better understand them and to better compute
with them.

Path and Tree Decompositions

Path and tree decompositions try to find a linear or tree-like
structure behind the graph, in grouping together highly connec-
ted parts of the graph.
They occur “naturally ” in domains such as archeology, VLSI lay-
out, or resource allocation.

Modular Decomposition

Modular decomposition groups nodes together that act the same
with respect to the outside of the group.
In many case it leads to a highly compressed representation of
the graph, the module tree.
Modular decomposition can be computed in linear time.

Efficient Representations

21

3

4

7
5

6

8

Sparse representations of problem graphs that
allow for immediate retrieval of information are
crucial for an efficient computation.
A lot of standard tasks on graphs can be per-
formed even if the neighbors of a vertex are
only given implicitly, e.g by a list of the non-
neighbors.

Arboricity

Arboricity decomposes the graph into a small
number of trees or forests. It is related to dyna-
mic growths phenomena that can be modeled
with preferential attachment.
Its properties are particularly interesting when
computing on graphs on parallel machines or
in a distributed setting.
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‣ An algebraic decomposition theory

‣ Interval orders: recognition, structure, jump number

‣ Treewidth, pathwidth, chainminors of networks

‣ Polyhedral structure of scheduling polytopes

‣ Complexity of rescheduling

‣ Scheduling with communication delays

Research Topics (80-96)



Back to Operations Research (1997 - now)

Scheduling in production
and traffic

Routing in traffic, logistics
and telecommunication
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Finite-Elemente-Netzgenerierung
mit Flüssen und Matchings

Matthias Müller-Hannemann

Problemstellung

• eine Menge von polygonal begrenzten Flächen-
stücken im dreidimensionalen Raum (sogenannten
Makroelementen), deren Vereinigung die Oberfläche
eines Objektes beschreibt;

• Nachbarschaftsbeziehungen zwischen den Makro-
elementen;

• eine gewünschte Netzdichte.

• Bestimme eine konforme Verfeinerung in ein reines
Vierecksnetz.

• Zielkriterien sind:

! Die Vierecke sind möglichst wohlgeformt (Winkel
nahe bei 90 Grad, ausgeglichene Seitenverhält-
nisse, kleine Verkrümmung).

! Die vorgegebene Dichte wird gut approximiert.
! Das Netz ist möglichst regulär (Knotengrad 4 für
innere Knoten).

Komplexität

• Das Finden einer zulässigen Lösen des Netzverfeinerungsproblems
ist NP-schwer, wenn Faltwerke auftreten.

• Andernfalls sind zulässige Lösungen effizient über bigerichtete
Flussprobleme bestimmbar.

Modellierung als Fluss- bzw. Matchingproblem

Netzverfeinerung als bigerichtetes Flussproblem oder äquivalent
als kapazitätsbeschränktes b-Matchingproblem

Literatur

• R. H. Möhring, M. Müller-Hannemann, K. Weihe: Mesh refine-
ment via bidirected flows: Modeling, complexity, and computa-
tional results, Journal of the ACM 44 (1997), pp. 395–426.

• R. H. Möhring, M. Müller-Hannemann: Complexity and mode-
ling aspects of mesh refinement into quadrilaterals, Algorithmi-
ca 26 (2000), pp. 148–171.

Anwendungen in der Medizin

Simulation beim menschlichen Unterkiefer

Anwendungen im Maschinenbau

Modell einer Welle
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‣ Quadrilateral mesh generation 

‣ Resource constrained project scheduling (RCPSP)

Lagrangian relaxation

LP-based approximation, also for stochastic case

Discrete time-cost tradeoff

‣ Routing problems and flows over time

‣ Acceleration of shortest path calculations

‣ Train Timetabling

‣ Robust optimization

‣ Algorithmic game theory

Research Topics (97-now)



Projects in traffic and telecommunication

Traffic management and flows over time

Navigation und Verkehrsdienste

Constructing periodic timetables in public transport

Coordinated traffic light control in networks

‣   

Embedding VPNs into the base net of the German Telecom
 Nova

‣   

‣   

‣   



Projects in scheduling and logistics

Routing of AGVs in the Hamburg harbor

Ship Traffic Optimization for the Kiel Canal‣   

‣   

‣   

‣   

Turnaround scheduling in chemical plants

Scheduling and logistics in steel production

P r o d u k t i o n s m a n a g e m e n t  M e t a l s

Wir sorgen für ein Wu n d e rw e r k .

‣   Optimizing throughput at a dairy filling line



Sequencing and Scheduling

input of 
n items

sequence
them

schedule them w.r.t. 
the sequence

cost depends on both

conditions may depend 
on entire subsequences



Example 1: Slab logistics 
[König, Lübbecke, Möhring, Schäfer, Spenke 2007] 

steel slabs arrive 
from casting

intermediate 
storage on stacks

further processing
or delivery

Ongoing Industry Cooperation

Integrated Steel Production

! 20-ton steel slabs
! each slab is unique

! material, size
! processing steps, ...

! slabs arrive from
! casting
! previous processing
! fixed time windows

! intermediate storage on
stacks

! slabs are moved by crane

Task: Compile given stacks for
transport/further processing.

Intractable Problems in Logistics State Space Exploration Introduction Problem Formulationtransport by cranes or vehicles

Ongoing Industry Cooperation

Integrated Steel Production

! 20-ton steel slabs
! each slab is unique

! material, size
! processing steps, ...

! slabs arrive from
! casting
! previous processing
! fixed time windows

! intermediate storage on
stacks

! slabs are moved by crane

Task: Compile given stacks for
transport/further processing.

Intractable Problems in Logistics State Space Exploration Introduction Problem Formulation

74 Coil Coating with Shuttles

shaping steel producers’ extremely diverse product portfolio: The coils used
for home appliances, for instance, already have their typical white coating
when bought from the steel supplier; the sheet metal used for car bodies
already has an anti-corrosion coating before it arrives at the automotive plant
for pressing; coils destined for building construction receive their coatings,
which are very specific for technical as well as esthetic reasons, while still at
the steel plant.

Figure 5.1: Some coils of sheet metal. They comprise up to several hundred
meters of sheet metal, and may weigh as much as twenty tons.

Steel producers and manufacturers of coating materials on the one hand,
and distributors of pre-coated sheet metal on the other hand, have formed
associations to promote the evolution of coil coating on national [82] and
international [43] levels already in the 1960s. Progress in the development of
new and improved coating materials and techniques fosters an ongoing diver-
sification in pre-coated metal products, and in recent years there have been
quite a few scientific publications on coil coating, e.g., [39, 80]. Yet, to the
best of our knowledge, the present work is the first dealing with optimization
in the planning process.

As is typical for paint jobs, the coil coating process may be subject to
long setup times, mainly for the cleaning of equipment, and thus very high
setup cost. In order to reduce this cost, so-called shuttle coaters have been
introduced. They possess two separate tanks which allow to hold two different
coatings at the same time, see Figure 5.2. The advantage is twofold: The

different orders

scheduling = sorting with stacks



Sorting with stacks is hard ...

‣ Natural side constraints
stacking restrictions (size, temperature) 
limited number of stacks 
limited stack heights

‣ lead to PSPACE-complete problem in general



... but rather easy in practice

‣ Use local search on 
state space

every node 
corresponds to a 
state of the pile 
yard

start node = 
current state

targets = deliveries 
to next production 
stage



‣ generate start state 

‣ generate all neighbors 

‣ evaluate them 

‣ go to the best

Greedy search in the state space



Greedy is fast and gives good quality

0%

6%

11%

17%

23%

29%

34%

40%

‣ lower bound obtained from relaxation solved by IP

bound for deviation from optimum number of moves in %



Example 2: Coil coating 
[Höhn, König, Lübbecke, Möhring 2009] 

coils need to be 
sequenced

run through 
coating line

complex scheduling 
with shuttle coaters
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Problem Model Algorithms

Tank Assignment Problem

Subproblem: given fixed-order coil sequence

,
find tank assignment with minimum total idle time

2

1

roller
change

roller
change & roller

change

cleaning cleaning

cleaning

cleaning

Setup work necessary if

color changes � cleaning

coil has larger width than predecessor � roller change

→ concurrent setup work on idle tank saves idle time

Concurrent Setup Scheduling W. Höhn, F. König, M. Lübbecke, R. Möhring

primer 
coater

oven

Author: Integrated Sequencing and Scheduling in Coil Coating
Management Science 00(0), pp. 000–000, c� 0000 INFORMS 3

as a black box, our algorithm can be adapted easily to other coil coating lines with different setup
rules and a different number of shuttle coaters.

2. Problem Formulation
Steel coils are a highly individualized product, and all non-productive time in coil coating depends
on certain characteristics of coils, so we first state the most important ones for a better under-
standing. Coils usually have a length of 1–5 km, take 20–100 minutes to run through the coating
line, and some of their central attributes are naturally the colors they receive in the four coating
stages, chosen from a palette of several hundred, and their width, usually 1–1.8 m. We refrain from
listing further coil attributes, since their list is very long; yet all relevant information is included
in our calculations.

For a concise description of the optimization task, we shall briefly familiarize the reader with
some coil coating terminology:

• A coater comprises all machinery necessary for applying one of the four layers of color to the
coils, primer and finish on top and bottom.

• A tank holds the color currently in use at a coater, and each tank has its own rubber roller
for applying the color to the coil.

• Naturally, a coater has at least one tank. A shuttle coater has two tanks, each with its own
roller, which can be used alternatingly to apply color.

• A color change refers to cleaning a tank and filling it with a new color. When a tank is used
to coat a coil wider than its predecessor on that tank, it needs to be replaced, and this is referred
to as a roller change.
Before entering production, each coil is unrolled and stapled to the end of its predecessor. During
all non-productive time, scrap coils are inserted in between actual coils, so essentially a never-
ending strip of sheet metal is continuously running through the coil coating line. After undergoing
some chemical conditioning of their surface, the coils run through a top and bottom primer coater,
an oven, a top and bottom finish coater, and through a second oven. In the ovens, the respective
coating layers are fixed. After the coating process, the coils are rolled up again, now ready for
shipping. A schematic view of a typical coil coating line is depicted in Fig. 2.

chem coater

oven

oven

sling

buffer

sling buffer

primer coater

finish coater

Figure 2 Schematic view of a coil coating line with chem, primer, and finish coater. The chem and the bottom
finish coaters are standard coaters, the remaining have shuttles.

An instance of our optimization problem comprises a set [n] := {1, . . . , n} of coils to be coated.
For the account in this paper, each coil j is characterized by its colors c(j) ∈Nm on the m coaters, its
width wj ∈R+, and its processing time pj ∈R+. The optimization goal is to minimize the makespan
for coating the given set of coils, i.e., the completion time of the last coil in the sequence. This is
essentially equivalent to minimizing non-productive time, or cost, in the plan, which ensues for two
reasons:

sling 
buffer

sling buffer

      

oven

finish coater

chem coater

setups in the scheduling phase 

2 color 
tanks



‣ Setup work necessary if
color changes → cleaning
coil has larger width than predecessor → roller change

‣ → concurrent setup work on idle tank saves idle time

‣ Subproblem:	

given fixed-order coil sequence, find tank assignment with 
minimum total idle time

Details about the scheduling phaseProblem Model Algorithms

Tank Assignment Problem

Subproblem: given fixed-order coil sequence,
find tank assignment with minimum total idle time

tank 2

tank 1

Setup work necessary if

color changes � cleaning

coil has larger width than predecessor � roller change

→ concurrent setup work on idle tank saves idle time

Concurrent Setup Scheduling W. Höhn, F. König, M. Lübbecke, R. Möhring
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Graph model for the scheduling phase

Problem Model Algorithms

Tank Assignment Problem for k Shuttle Coaters

chem coater

oven

oven

primer coater

finish coater

finish
coater

General problem contains k Shuttle Coaters:

k shuttle coaters

tank 1

tank 2

tank 1

tank 2

tank 1

tank 2

� no parallel concurrent setup

Concurrent Setup Scheduling W. Höhn, F. König, M. Lübbecke, R. Möhring

Problem Model Algorithms

Overview

Practice

Theory

efficient algorithm
new ideas for

small instances
even for

far too slow,

polynomial-time algorithm

� dynamic programming
for fixed k

strongly NP-hard
in special 2-union graphs
Max Weight Indep. Set

Problem with k coaters
Tank Assignment

Concurrent Setup Scheduling W. Höhn, F. König, M. Lübbecke, R. Möhring

‣ k shuttle coaters 

‣ no parallel concurrent 
setup

Problem Model Algorithms

A Model for Tank Assignment Optimization

Special case: one shuttle coater

→ increase interval weights by
savings due to concurrent setup

→ optimum tank assignment
↔ max weight independent set
↔ in interval graph

→ can be solved in polynomial time

General case: k shuttle coaters

→ need generalized intervals due to
concurrent setup

→ special class of 2-union graphs
→ optimum tank assignment
↔ max weight independent set
↔ in special 2-union graph

→ NP-hard

machine 2

machine 3

machine 1

t
im

e

Concurrent Setup Scheduling W. Höhn, F. König, M. Lübbecke, R. Möhring

Practice

Theory



Combining sequencing and scheduling

Sequence generation with a fast genetic algorithm

Scheduling based on the insights from dyn. prog.

Quality testing by an IP relaxation

Author: Integrated Sequencing and Scheduling in Coil Coating
20 Management Science 00(0), pp. 000–000, c� 0000 INFORMS
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Figure 9 Comparison of normalized non-productive time included in our long-term solutions. From left to right,

costs are for our algorithm when using the independent set heuristic with optimal choice of α, with fixed choice of

α = 0.5, and when using the FIFO online rule.
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0.40
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1.60

trivial lower bound
TSP lower bound
IP lower bound
FIFO
expert planner

Figure 10 Comparison of normalized bounds and makespans for representative short-term instances when

restricted to FIFO tank assignment. Bounds displayed from left to right are LBtriv, the sum of coil processing

times, LBTSP, the sum of processing times plus local cost in an optimal, local cost based TSP solution, and our

IP bound LBIP. Makespans are given for our solutions obtained using the FIFO online rule for scheduling, as well

as for a reference solution devised by an expert human planner where it was available.

7.2.2. Short-Term Instances For all short term instances, we succeeded in computing lower

bounds by our branch-and-price approach, proving our solutions to be within at most 10% of

makespan optimality, cf. Fig. 10. Yet, we did not solve all instances to integer optimality and also

used short subsequences only (β ≤ 6), so the lower bound is certainly improvable.

If we concentrate on cost—in contrast to makespan—it can be seen from Fig. 11 that the integer

programming lower bound is able to close much more of the gap to the upper bound than the TSP

bound which is optimal w.r.t. local cost only.

Finally, the superiority of the independent set heuristic to FIFO is less significant in short-term

planning. While both heuristics were on a par for most instances, small improvements over FIFO

were observed in three cases.

8. Summary and Conclusions
We have developed an exact mathematical model for the complex integrated sequencing and

scheduling task in coil coating with shuttles and implemented optimization software solving it in



Example 3: Dairy production filling line 
[Gellert, Höhn, Möhring 2010] 

charges of products 
need to be sequenced

run through 
a filling line

complex scheduling 
due to cleaning

‣ Jobs specified by 
base, e.g. yoghurt, 
cream, . . .
fruit (optional) package 
number of pallettes 
duration

‣ Setup/waiting due to 
package/fruit/base change or 
cleaning
regular cleaning of line and tanks 
limited size of tanks
minimum time lags



‣ Guarantee maximum distance dclean between cleanings:	


preempt jobs
replace setup already in the schedule

Cleaning of Machinery & Cream Tank Restriction

Guarantee maximum distance dclean between cleanings:

To add new cleanings, we may
preempt jobs
replace setup already in the schedule

clean clean

3 dclean

clean clean clean clean clean

� not optimal to add as few cleanings as possible

Respect limited size of cream tank:

Combining Sequencing and Scheduling T. Gellert, W. Höhn and R.H. Möhring

‣ Respect limited size of cream tank

Details about the scheduling phase

Cleaning of Machinery & Cream Tank Restriction

Guarantee maximum distance dclean between cleanings:

To add new cleanings, we may
preempt jobs
replace setup already in the schedule

clean clean clean clean

3 dclean

clean clean clean clean clean

� not optimal to add as few cleanings as possible

Respect limited size of cream tank:
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Cleaning of Machinery & Cream Tank Restriction

Guarantee maximum distance dclean between cleanings:

To add new cleanings, we may
preempt jobs
replace setup already in the schedule

clean clean clean clean

3 dclean

clean clean clean clean clean

� not optimal to add as few cleanings as possible

Respect limited size of cream tank:

min dist

min dist

Combining Sequencing and Scheduling T. Gellert, W. Höhn and R.H. Möhring



Solving the two classes of constraints

‣ Can solve cleaning conditions fast via shortest paths

‣ Can solve sequence and job dependent minimum distances 
by a simple greedy scan

‣ Not clear how to do both together

More General Problem Class

Given: fixed sequence of tasks
task characteristic C & weight of each C -task
cost between C -groups of C -consecutive tasks
max group weight W

Goal: partition C -tasks into C -groups of size ≤W
minimize total cost

Approach: dynamic programming via shortest path

polynomial run time for cream constraint

pseudo-polynomial run time for cleaning constraint

Combining Sequencing and Scheduling T. Gellert, W. Höhn and R.H. Möhring

Dealing with Minimum Distances

Keep sequence- and job-dependent minimum distances:

� greedy approach optimal

Not yet clear: How to consider all constraints together?

clean clean

min dist

dclean

dclean

clean clean clean

min dist

dclean

dclean

Combining Sequencing and Scheduling T. Gellert, W. Höhn and R.H. Möhring



Combining sequencing and scheduling

Sequence generation with a fast genetic algorithm

Scheduling based on the insights from analysis

Quality testing by an TSP lower bound show 
optimality gap of 2% for a weekly production



Summary

‣ Combining sequencing and scheduling is at the core of 
many applications

We can help with a good analysis and good algorithms

‣ But

We do not understand the integration well yet

Good IP models for lower bounds are very hard to 
obtain

There is much work left to be done


